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Neutrino Oscillations
In the SM, neutrino come with 3 flavours eigenstates : 

- Determined by their weak interaction properties 
- Corresponding antineutrinos (Dirac/Majorana ?) 

Three mass eigenstates : stationary under time evolution 

Mixing between flavour and mass eigenstates: 
- The weak interaction produces weak eigenstates 
- Mass eigenstates evolve differently in time 
- Appearance of new flavour components (mixing) 

For two flavours:

νe, νμ, ντ

ν1, ν2, ν3
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How to measure oscillations: Long Base-Line Experiments

DUNE

Luca Doria Part B2 NU4NU

sections in order to test and tune the models presently employed by neutrino experiments and help
them to reach their ultimate goals.

a.2 Challenges for next-generation Neutrino Experiments
In accelerator-based neutrino experiments, neutrinos are produced impinging a proton beam onto
a thick target. Neutrinos are then detected by a near-detector (ND) close to the target and by a
far-detector (FD) placed at a distance optimized for detecting neutrino oscillations. The oscillation
probability depends from the neutrino energy E⌫ . For example, considering only two neutrino flavours
for simplicity, the probability of a neutrino ⌫↵ to oscillate into ⌫� (↵,� = e, µ, ⌧) is

P (⌫↵ ! ⌫�) = sin2(2✓) sin2
✓
1.27

�m2(eV)L(km)

E⌫(GeV)

◆
,

where L is the baseline oscillation distance and in parentheses the correct units are specified. The
extraction of the di↵erence of the square masses �m2 and of the oscillation angle ✓ depend crucially
on the reconstruction of E⌫ and P (⌫↵ ! ⌫�) from the number of events detected at the ND (NND)
and at the FD (NFD):

NFD(⌫↵ ! ⌫� , ER) =

Z
dE⌫�⌫↵(E⌫)⇥ �(E⌫)⇥R⌫↵(E⌫ , ER)⇥ P (⌫↵ ! ⌫� , E⌫) ,

NND(⌫↵, ER) =

Z
dE⌫�⌫↵(E⌫)⇥ �(E⌫)⇥R⌫↵(E⌫ , ER) . (1)

�⌫↵ is the neutrino flux coming from the target, and ER is the energy ultimately reconstructed by
the detector. Only the FD formula contains the energy-dependent oscillation probability. A common
feature of Eqs. 1 is the presence of the neutrino interaction cross section �(E⌫) and of the detector
response R⌫↵(E⌫ , ER) (the “migration matrix”) which encodes detection e�ciency and resolution
e↵ects and connects the reconstructed neutrino energy ER to the true neutrino energy E⌫ . If the fit
of the last formulas to the ND and FD data is reasonably able to describe the observations, this does
not mean that cross sections and migration matrices are correct: they only work in a flux-averaged
sense (the integrals in Eqs. 1) and moreover, neutrino fluxes are di↵erent for ND and FD. Thus, the
agreement with the data is a necessary condition, but it is not su�cient. The neutrino interaction
with nuclei in particular is still a↵ected by a significant lack of precision. The modeling of the cross
section is complicated by the array of di↵erent mechanisms entering the process: elastic scattering,
quasi-elastic scattering, excitation spectrum of the nucleon in the nucleus, meson production, and deep
inelastic scattering. The possible presence of multi-particle final states complicates the landscape even
more. Currently this involved modeling is performed with simulation packages containing theoretical
and data-driven models [10, 11]. An error in the estimation of E⌫ will be directly reflected on the
determination of the oscillation parameters.
Concretely, neutrino experiments employ two methods for reconstructing E⌫ (the “energy estimator”):

• Kinematic Method. This reconstruction technique is exploited for example by T2K [12] and
in the future by HyperK [8] using water-based Cherenkov detectors. Cherenkov light is generated
only if particles exceed an energy threshold which for protons is about 1 GeV. Particles produced
below threshold in a neutrino-nucleus interaction remain undetected, biasing the neutrino energy
reconstruction. The presence of an additional neutron or pion is particularly challenging: as
chargeless particles, neutrons are di�cult to detect, and pions require low energy thresholds. The
method also assumes a charged current quasi-elastic reaction (CCQE) and it thus fundamental
to know the details of this process.

• Calorimetric Method. This method is used in current experiments like MINOS [13], NO⌫A
[14], and in the future by DUNE [9]. The idea is to have an energy measurement of all the
produced particles and in the case of DUNE this will be realized with a liquid argon time
projection chamber detector. An advantage of the method resides in its not relying on a specific
process like CCQE. Challenges for the calorimetric method are again neutron and pion detection.
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Why nuclei are relevant for neutrino physics ?

ProductionOscillation

Detection
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a. State of the art and objectives

a.1 Introduction to the Scientific Case
Neutrinos stand out among the other elementary particles for their peculiar properties. Although they
are copiously produced within many physics processes ranging from radioactive decays to supernova
explosions, their ultimate properties remain elusive. According to the Standard Model of particle
physics (SM), neutrinos are described as massless, electrically neutral particles interacting only through
the weak interaction. The groundbreaking discovery of neutrino oscillations which lead to the Nobel
Prize awarded to R. Davis [1], A.B. McDonald, and T. Kajita [2] implies that neutrinos have a tiny
mass and thus represent a striking evidence of physics beyond the SM. The mystery about neutrinos
thickens when taking into account the absence of a charge: this opens the possibility that neutrinos
are their own antiparticles and therefore are described by Majorana spinors instead of Dirac spinors
like all the other SM fermions. If neutrinos are Majorana fermions, new physics processes not allowed
by the SM can take place, like neutrino-less double beta decay which is a subject of intense theoretical
and experimental investigation [3]. There are three neutrino flavour eigenstates: ⌫e, ⌫µ, ⌫⌧ associated
to the corresponding SM leptons (electron, muon, and ⌧), while the mass eigenstates ⌫1, ⌫2, ⌫3 are
di↵erent.
Flavour and mass eigenstates are connected by a mixing matrix, the Pontecorvo-Maki-Nakagawa-
Sakata matrix [4, 5] which can be conveniently parameterized by three angles ✓12, ✓23, ✓13 and one
CP-violating phase �. In the case of Majorana neutrinos, two additional phases ↵1 and ↵2 have to be
considered:
0
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where cij = cos ✓ij and sij = sin ✓ij . In the previous equation, the mixing matrix is decomposed in
three matrices which refer to the corresponding most sensitive experiments, plus a matrix containing
the Majorana phases.
The precise knowledge of these parameters represents a key step forward towards a full
understanding of the SM and a promising path for going beyond it.
The current and future experimental activity is focused on measuring the mixing angles
and the CP-violating phase �, which represents the holy grail of neutrino physics. Its
precise value has relevant cosmological implications [6] related to the mechanisms which lead to the
matter-antimatter asymmetry observed today in our Universe [7].
Measuring the neutrino oscillation parameters is the subject of a world-wide intense experimental ac-
tivity which is taking a major step forward with the gearing up of two major international initiatives:
the HyperK [8] and DUNE experiments [9]. These experiments plan at reaching O(1%) precision in
the measurement if the neutrino oscillation parameters and at measuring the CP-violating phase �
and this will be possible only reducing the present limiting systematic uncertainties on the interaction
cross section of neutrinos with nuclei in the detectors.
The goal of the proposed NU4NU project is to access this information using electrons
instead of neutrinos: electron experiments will provide the necessary precision for the nuclear cross
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Energy Reconstruction: Experimental Techniques

Kinematic Method Calorimetric Method

Reconstruct outgoing lepton kinematics 
Assume only 1 knock-out nucleon 
No meson (pion) production 
Neglect nuclear recoil 
Used e.g. in Cherenkov detector like SuperKamiokande 

Sums all the energies of measured particles 
Challenges: pions and neutrons 
Modeling important 
Proposed e.g. for DUNE 
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Generators
Neutrino Experiments model neutrino interactions with “Generator” codes 
Challenging: they should work on a wide range of energies  
“Frankenstein” codes: patch together different models 
Wide market: Genie, NuWro, Neut, GiBUU , … 
Much more than cross-sections: must model full interactions: 

- Detector efficiencies (dep. on energy, particle type, detector,…) 
Essential also for assessing systematic errors 
Essential for extracting the neutrino energy 
Many techniques: 

- As good a physics model as possible 
- Simple model with parameters adjusted to data 
- On-line calculation or look-up tables 
- Interpolation, scaling, … 
- …
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Generators and Neutrino Data
Generators can be tested vs neutrino data 
Generators can be tuned on neutrino data 
Neutrino data: 

- Statistics is generally low 
- Limited kinematic range 

Uncertainties in the neutrino flux: what is the initial neutrino energy? 
On the bright side: 

- Events similar to what you need 
- Detectors similar to what you need 

What about electrons ?
Electron beams can be prepared with very precise energy (no “flux”) 
Statistics is not an issue 
Investigation of a large kinematic range possible + identification of reaction channels 
Stringent test of generators in electron-mode: necessary (but not sufficient) test.
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(Unpolarized) Electron-Nucleus scattering

Neutrino-Nucleus scattering

Use electrons for testing and improving  
neutrino-nucleus interactions generators.

Why electrons are relevant for neutrino physics ?
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Growing and successful community

…
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The MAMI Facility
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The Racetrack Microton 
(Institute for Nuclear Physics, U. Mainz)

up to 855 MeV

up to 1.6 GeV

CW electron beam 
Up to 100 uA current 
80% polarization 
dE <13 keV
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The MAMI Accelerator Facility

A1 Collaboration 
3-Spectrometers Setup

MESA  
Mainz 
Energy-recovery 
Superconducting 
Accelerator
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A1 Spectrometer Facility
A B C

Configuration QSDD D QSDD

Max.Momentum 
(MeV) 735 870 551

Solid Angle (msr) 28 5,6 28

Mom. Resolution 10-4 10-4 10-4

Pos. Res at Target 
(mm) 3-5 1 3-5

electron beam

A

BC
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Jet Target Supersonic gas flow from Laval nozzle 
Supersonic shockwaves and clustering 
at cryogenic temperatures limit gas diffusion 
mm-wide collimated gas stream 
Well tested with hydrogen (“proton target”) 
Successfully operated with argon for the first time: 
milestone for MAGIX 

B.S. Schlimme et al., Nucl. Instr. Meth. Phys. Res. A 1013, 165668 (2021)

S. Grieser et al., Nucl. Instr. Meth. A 906, 120-126 (2018)
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Electron Scattering Dataset 
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Figure 2: Left: Existing data on
12
C (blue points) and

16
O (red points) as function of beam energy and

scattering angle. The new
40
Ar data from JLab [31] is indicated with the green cross. For reference,

the neutrino flux of T2K (shaded blue) and the simulated DUNE spectrum (shaded orange) at the far

detector in the ⌫µ disappearance channel are showed for reference. In the energy range relevant for

next-generation neutrino experiments, electron scattering data is scarce but well within reach of existing

electron accelerator facilities. Right: Data from JLab [31] demonstrating the approximate validity of

super-scaling [32]. The argon data from LNF [33] show a significant deviation from expectation.

momentum transfer q, while vL and vT are kinematic factors.
The structure function RL is theoretically better known and subject of scaling properties [32] which
allow in principle its estimation from a limited dataset (Fig. 2).
RT is less known and more challenging to calculate for theoretical models, since it depends critically
from e↵ects like meson exchange currents which are instead negligible in RL. Current contributions
tend to increase significantly the transverse response RT [34, 35]. The two structure functions can be
separated via the Rosenbluth separation technique which requires measurements over a broad range
of kinematic settings. Such new measurements can be performed thanks to the availability of a high-
quality continuous electron beam up to 1.6 GeV energy at MAMI [36] coupled to three high-resolution
magnetic spectrometers of the A1 Collaboration [37] (Fig. 3).
The e↵ectiveness of the spectrometers in achieving excellent results on electron-nucleus scattering was
already demonstrated in the past, also with a measurement on oxygen [38].
Electron scattering on oxygen can be e�ciently realized employing an existing “waterfall” liquid water
target [39], while measurements on argon can be done with an existing cryogenic target. The use of
the waterfall target requires the subtraction of the hydrogen contribution, which is very well known
at the required precision.
RT can be e�ciently disentangled from RL with measurements at large backward scattering angles
(> 20�), where the cross section drops significantly. Liquid phase targets are therefore needed for
compensating the smaller cross sections with a large luminosity. The waterfall target can sustain beam
currents up to 50 µA with a target thickness of 30 mg/cm2, which is adequate for measuring cross
sections of the order of nb/sr. The liquid argon target will also be able to achieve comparable goals.
With the A1 setup and liquid targets, inclusive scattering experiments can be performed matching
the precision of the existing datasets within hours of measurement per kinematic setting, thus having
the unique opportunity to obtain high-quality data for both the structure functions. Fig. 4 shows a
proposal for kinematic settings for inclusive measurements on oxygen and argon. For separating RL

from RT with the Rosenbluth separation method, a large range of the kinematic factors vL and vT
must be covered. The proposed settings are all within reach of the A1 facility and can be measured in
a reasonable amount of time. One single setting can be measured in about 1 hour. With an average
recorded rate between 10 and 103 Hz, all the kinematic points in Fig. 4 can be measured within

6

New 12C MAMI data

New 40Ar JLab data

40Ar MAMI 

New 12C MAMI 
(analysis finalised)

H. Dai et al,  
Phys. Rev. C 99, 054608 (2019)
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MAMI 12C data

Megias el al. FULL
Megias el al. QE+Delta
Megias el al. Delta only
Megias el al. MEC only
Megias el al. RMF only
Megias el al. QE only
Sobczyk et al.
Giusti et al.
MAMI 2019
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MAMI 40Ar data
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Data taken in 2022 
First measurement on argon with jet target 

        - Key milestone for MAGIX (see next) 
        - Very low background 
        - Luminosity to be calibrated 

More data to analyse
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The MESA Facility
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MESA: Mainz Energy-Recovery Superconducting Accelerator 

3 recirculation arcs
ELBE-type Superconducting Cavities:  
25 MeV/ pass 
1 module = 2x 9-cell TESLA/XFEL cavities 
Op. temperature: 2K 
CW operation (100% duty cycle)

Operation Modes: 
Extracted beam (P2, DarkMESA):  Ebeam = 155 MeV, Ibeam = 150uA 
Energy Recovery (MAGIX):           Ebeam = 105 MeV, Ibeam = 1mA

Energy Recovery mode: 
The beam is reinserted after 3 recalculations 
in couterphase: the energy goes back to the 
cavities and the beam is dumped at 5 MeV.

Injector lin
ac
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The MAGIX experiment
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The MAGIX experiment

2 Overview of the complete spectrometer setup

In order to have a complete picture, first the spectrometer setup is described, in which the
magnet system of the present tender will be integrated. A sketch of this spectrometer setup
is shown in Fig. 2.

Figure 2: Conceptual design of the spectrometer setup. (Top: the magnet system, which
is central part of this tender; not shown are the vacuum chambers inside of the magnets,
cables and so forth. Bottom: further components, which are beyond the scope of this ten-
der.) Two rotatable mirror-symmetric magnetic spectrometers (quadrupole-dipole-dipole)
are assembled around a common rotation axis. The sectional view of the right spectrome-
ter shows the position of the pole pieces as well as their common return yoke. For different
particle momenta and angles, the calculated particle tracks through the magnetic field are
overlaid at the left spectrometer, indicating the location of the focal plane (red line) and the
ideal position for the customer’s detector systems (gray box with green electronic cards). In
addition, the scattering chamber in the center of the spectrometers, vacuum pumps, and a
gas jet target system are shown, as well as focal plane detectors. Presentation of support
frames is omitted for clarity.

3

Timing  
•TPC trigger: ~1 ns 
•coincidence time STAR↔PORT: ~100 ps  

Focal Plane resolutions (p-dependent etc)  
•positions: ~100 μm angles: ~3.5 mrad 

Expected Resolution    
•dp/p: 6 × 10-5 

•in-plane angle φ0: 6.5 mrad  

•oop angle θ0: 1.6 mrad vertex y0: 60 μm  

Acceptances  
•momentum acceptance: ± 15 %  
•solid angle: 18 msr Rotation: 15o-165o

Detectors: 
•Low-mass GEM-based TPC. 
•Plastic Scintillators for triggering and veto.
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Target

� Waterfall target is established equipment of A1. 

� Measurement without background from target walls. 

� Hydrogen background subtracted using sophisticated simulations. 

� Luminosity of 4·1035/cm2/s at 20μA.

(Near?) future: Oxygen
Waterfall target

BeO

H2O

N. Voegel, J. Friedrich, Nucl. Instr. Meth. 198, 293 (1982)

Density = 28 mg/cm2

Laser-monitored 
Other option: high-pressure target
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Summary and Future plans
Available beams:  
up to 1.6 GeV at MAMI (10-100 uA current): optimal for T2K, or 1st maximum in DUNE, K-DAR physics, … 
100-150 MeV at MESA (~mA current): interesting for SN neutrinos, DM searches, COHERENT physics, … 

Detectors:  
A1@MAMI: 3 magnetic spectrometers, neutron detector, pion spectrometer. 
MAGIX@MESA: 2 magnetic spectrometers, silicon detectors. 

Targets:  
A1: solid-state (e.g. Be, C, Ca, …), high-P (e.g. O, Ar, Xe), cryogenic (H, 2H, 3H, 3He, 4He), waterfall (H2O) 
MAGIX: gas-jet target (H, Ar, Xe, O??, …). Possibility for solid-state targets. 

Physics opportunities: 
A1: inclusive and exclusive cross sections (exclusive: real target for neutrino physics and test for generators) 
MAGIX: inclusive and exclusive cross sections (test for generators like MARLEY). 
Complementarity with a JLab program at higher energies 
Interesting for nuclear structure and reactions physics (modern ab-initio theory)

Exclusive channels capabilities:  
N(e,e’p)N’, N(e,e’pp)N’. Neutron and pion production channels require more study but feasible in principle.
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Thank you for your attention!


